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IS INSTITUTIONAL LEADERSHIP IN THE CAF FAILING?

Introduction
“The process of directly or indirectly shaping the reputation and effectiveness of the CF
by means of formal authority or personal influence.” This is the definition of institutional
leadership found in the Leadership in the Canadian Forces Leading the Institution manual.1 It
goes on to state that institutional leaders are “responsible for creating the overall conditions for
the success of the CF.”2 Institutional leaders are the stewards of the profession of military arms.
As stewards they are responsible for ensuring effective self-regulation of the institution in order
to ensure the continued “trust and confidence” of both internal and external audiences of the
CAF.3 There is clear evidence that the institutional leadership has been failing in this duty for the
past thirty years. In the 1990’s the Somalia Inquiry saw the creation of a CF Ombudsman,
external to both CAF and DND and reporting directly to the Minister of Defence. Its purpose is
to assist members who feel they have been treated improperly or unfairly by CAF or DND. 4 In
2000 the Military Grievances External Review Committee (Formerly the Canadian Forces
Grievance Board) was stood up. Its mandate to independently uphold the values of “equity,
transparency and fairness.”5 It also reports outside of the CAF to Parliament through the Minister
of National Defence. Finally in 2017 the Sexual Misconduct Response Center was stood up as a
direct result of the Dechamps report. It also operates outside of the chain of command of the
1
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CAF reporting directly to the Deputy Minister of Defence.6 These three very public examples
demonstrate that the institutional leadership of the CAF is failing in its job as stewards of the
institution. The question to be asked is why? Why is institutional leadership failing? There are
likely several contributing factors to the problem many of them external to the CAF and
deserving of examination, however the scope of this paper will only focus on three internal
issues to the CAF. First the paper will argue that the CAF has lost its Why. It is no secret that
since unification the CAF has been under going significant changes and this paper will posit that
this has lead to a loss of vision or belief. Next this paper will look at the institution and its
leaders from the perspective of game theory. The finite verses the infinite game and which one
our institutional leaders are playing. Finally the paper will look at the CAF institutional
leadership culture and how it contributes to the failure rather than the success of the institution.

Lost our Why
In his book, Start With Why Simon Sinek discusses the importance to an organization in
discovering its Why. He indicates that knowing the Why of an organization is pivotal to its
success.7 Sinek indicates that Why is a belief, not an outcome.8 That Why is founded in biology
not opinion.9 Sinek states that the human brain has many parts but for this discussion the focus is
on the neocortex and the limbic brain. The neocortex, our new homosapien brain, is where
language and rational, analytical thought reside.10 The limbic brain, or our older caveman brain,
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is where our feelings, behavior and decision making reside but it has no capacity for language. 11
This is why people often have trouble explaining a decision that just feels right, why Why is a
belief, why Why matters. Although it makes no reference to science this approach is borne out in
CAF leadership doctrine. Institutional leaders are responsible for “creating and articulating
vision as well as the necessary strategies…to achieve its achievement.12 “…the vision must touch
the heart as well as the mind.”13 It is clear that CAF doctrine recognizes that a strategy is not a
vision and that a vision must speak to belief. A vision must be the why.
If both doctrine and science agree regarding the importance of a vision or a Why, how
did the institutional leadership lose the Why? It likely started at Unification, where the very
identity of the three services were lost to functional authorities and subsumed into one colour and
style of uniform.14 Since then the CAF has struggled through the Somolia Inquiry, the Decade of
Darkness,15 Hillier’s transformation and numerous defence policies and papers. Each of these has
had an impact on the CAF and many of them, such as the “death of a million cuts” from the
90’s16 challenged the leadership to develop a vision for the CAF of the future.17 This is
unfortunate because, as noted in CAF doctrine, a clear vision “provides the ultimate sense of
purpose, direction and motivation for everyone within an organization, particularly during
periods of ambiguity, change and uncertainty.”18 In other words Why “provides the context for
everything else.”19 Having and understanding the Why is the starting place for all subsequent
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decisions and actions.20 Making decisions and taking actions that move you closer to your Why
or vision gives confidence to decision makers that they are moving forward in the right direction.
One of the main reasons for unification was to realize “greater administrative efficiency”
within defence.21 The ramifications from this efficiency strategy had not yet settled when a new
defence white paper entitled Defence in the 70’s brought about the amalgamation of CHFQ and
DND into NDHQ.22 It led to “increased civilianization and bureaucratization at defence, and to
an excessive reliance upon management and business methods.”23 It was also perceived as
contributing to “an erosion of military ethos.”24 Once again the focus was on efficiency rather
than values or vision.25 This tension between bureaucracy and military professionals has also
been noted in CAF doctrine, it recognizes the duality of a military that is both professional and
bureaucratic, it also notes that “measure of efficiency rank behind effectiveness as measure of
success…” 26 This approach leaves little room for values based leadership in an organization that
is rules based in order to be efficient.27 Continuing to look at the doctrine and in particular the
CF effectiveness framework, we see that it is based on essential outcomes and conduct values.28
The doctrine emphasizes the role that leadership plays in the creation of values it clearly states,
“it is the responsibility of leadership to create values.”29 In constantly being driven to be more
efficient efficiency outcomes replace military professionalism and ethos. When the leaders
20
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become focused on efficiency, measurement and metrics, the Why is no longer a belief but and
outcome.30 Thirty years of chasing efficiencies changes a culture. It ceases to be about
stewardship of the institution and its people and becomes about cost, process and the bottom line.
Efficiency is not a value nor is it a vision but it has become a cornerstone of CAF culture.

Game Theory - The Infinite Institution, the Finite Leader
In a talk that Simon Sinek gave to Google he discusses game theory as a way to describe
business.31 His focus is on the difference between the finite and infinite game and the importance
of knowing which game leaders are playing. Finite games have “known players, fixed rules and
an agreed upon objective.”32 He gives the example of baseball. The infinite game on the other
hand is comprised of “known and unknown players, rules are changeable and the objective is to
keep the game going.”33 The example given for this is the Cold War, where the Soviet Union and
the US maintained a stable game, and Sinek notes that the US didn’t win the cold war, the
Soviets ran out of resources so they stopped playing.34 He next states that when a finite player is
playing a finite game, everything is good; the same applies for an infinite player in an infinite
game both games are stable. The real issues happen when you have finite players, playing an
infinite game. Sinek gives the example of the Vietnam War, America fought to win, a clear
objective while the Vietnamese were fighting for their lives, an ongoing requirement. Finite
player; infinite game the situation is unstable.35 Transferring Sinek’s theory into the CAF where
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the institution represents the infinite game and the institutional leaders represent the finite
players we have a situation that is inherently unstable.
Recall that doctrine indicates that institutional leaders are the stewards of the CAF.
Doctrine also states that these leaders “must have “future focus” spending much of their time
looking forwards to the future and positioning the organization for long term success.”36 This
supports the theory of infinite game, infinite players. Players will come and go but it is their job
to keep the institution going. In other words the leadership is to play an infinite game.
In order to become an institution leader in the CAF, an individual must be successioned
planned. Succession planning ensures that the identified individuals are posted into key positions
in order to make them ready to assume higher command and institutional leadership positions.37
The individuals in question are aware that they are being sucessioned planned. In order to make
it into the higher institutional positions postings and promotions must happen at a fairly rapid
pace.38 One will often drive the other, a posting will lead to a promotion and a promotion will
trigger a posting thus the cycle feeds itself. The “tyranny of the posting cycle”39 will often see an
individual posted out of a position before they have had time to grasp the complexities of the
position. The rapid cycling through from position to position can also impact on the ability of the
individual to produce the required output of the position or make any effective change.40 One
significant issue with this is that the individual in question is never held responsible for work
that was never completed.41 They are not held accountable for how the decisions they made, for
good or ill, affected the institution. Another drawback is that because the individual knows they
36
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are being succession planned the focus can shift from one of responsibility for the job; to
responsibility for ensuring their career proceeds a pace.42 The current method of succession
planning does not promote institutional stewardship, the early identification of who will move
through the system sets up the perception that these chosen few are not required to sacrifice time
and energy to make the institution better43 it promotes the perception that all they must do is get
the check in the box. It does not matter that this might not be the intension of succession
planning, it is the perception and that matters more.44 This system promotes a finite player.

The Culture We Create
So far the discussion has focused on the loss of Why in the CAF and how the institutional
leadership system is unstable due to the mixing of finite players in to the infinite institutional
game. The final piece will look at the culture that has been created and contributes to the failure
of institutional leadership.
Since the Somalia inquiry, culture has gained more and more focus in the CAF. Somalia
was about “airborne” culture, the Croatia BOI was about “mental health” culture and the
Deshamps report was about “sexualized” culture. Each of these “cultures” was made the
scapegoat for the unacceptable standard of conduct that was uncovered.45 Culture did play a
major role in each of these events however what seems to have been down played is who is
responsible for the creation of culture in the first place. In her article Culture Karen Davis writes,
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“Leaders play a critical role in setting the stage for cultural reinforcement and cultural change.”46
This view is supported by CAF doctrine that states, “In ensuring professional effectiveness,
institutional leaders exert direct influence on professional standards, norms and values.”47
Conceptual Leadership Foundations notes,
To the degree that leaders consciously serve, exemplify, and uphold values, they
affirm through their use the validity and credibility of espoused values, and
provide CF members with general guidance as to how they should orient and
regulate their own behaviour.48

It is clear that CAF doctrine acknowledges the central role that leaders play in the formation of
culture. Yet the tendency is to hold accountable a few bad apples that behaved badly without any
examination of the “bad barrel” in which they were stored.49 This tendency of leaders to deflect
to culture as the problem in order to protect themselves was noted both in the Deschamps
report50 as well as in the criticism of the Nordick51 BOI.52 This behaviour is inconsistent with the
values based leadership expected in the CAF. It however is not surprising given the tendency of
leaders to overestimate the health of the institution the higher there position in the organizational
chart.53 In other words, people who obtain success in the existing system are far less likely to see
the flaws in that system.

46
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So how did institutional leadership culture develop? According to Jocelyn Goldfein
culture is the behaviour you reward and punish.54 She notes that culture is often thought of as
being shaped by mission and value statements not the day-to-day running of an organization.55
She goes on to note that the behaviour of the successful people in an organization set the
standard, other people see the success and them emulate the behaviour.56 When the behaviour of
successful people does not match the stated values, the tendency is to disregard the values not the
behaviour.57 Her observations are equally applicable to the CAF. Take for example the recent
incident involving sexual assault allegations against former NHL player Tiger Williams. Media
reports noted that both the VCDS and the CAF CWO were on board the plane where numerous
infractions took place and yet the CDS took no actions against those two most senior leaders.58
Compare this to the most recent media report regarding the release of three officer cadets for
improper behaviour59 and the question must be asked why are some held to a higher standard
while others are not? It seems odd that the standard of behaviour is higher for the most junior
members of the CAF while the most senior leadership is not held to account for the conduct of
those on a VIP flight.
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Conclusion
This paper set out to argue that institutional leadership in the CAF is failing. In order to
support this statement the focus was placed on three areas. The first of these was that the CAF
has lost is Why. The argument was put forth that the numerous changes faced by the CAF caused
the Why to shift from one of values and belief to that of efficiency. Next, using game theory the
argument was made that the institutional leadership, through succession planning, are finite
players operating in an infinite institution game. As a result the institution is unstable and
stewardship is lacking. Finally the argument touched upon institutional leadership culture. It was
demonstrated that culture has been made the scapegoat of the significant issues encountered in
the CAF and that some how leadership responsibility for the shaping of culture has been over
looked. It is important to not over look the importance of how culture is shaped through
rewarding and punishing of behaviour.
It is the responsibility of institutional leadership to safeguard the profession of arms, the
institution, its values and beliefs. In order for the institution to be successful it will be necessary
for the leadership to shift the why from one of efficiency or output to one of belief. Institutional
leaders will need to examine succession planning and determine how well it builds leaders who
lead the institution and finally institutional leaders will have to take ownership of the CAF
culture and their shared role in shaping it. Without taking action the ability of the CAF to remain
a self-regulating profession will continue to come under fire. Institutional leadership will
continue to fail.
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